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Teaching Assistant: Vaclav Rozhon

Tree embedding in cycle [Recommended]

In this exercise, we consider the tree embedding for the simple case where the graph is just
a cycle on n vertices. That is, the vertices of our graph are numbers 1, 2, . . . , n and there is
an edge between each i ( 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) and i + 1, as well as between n and 1. Recall that
we wish to approximate the metric induced on our graph by shortest paths (that is, distance
between i < j is dG (i, j) = min(|j − i|, |n − j + i|)) by a metric dT induced by shortest paths on
a weighted tree T with the same vertex set as in our cycle.
In the next two parts, first, we argue that we cannot hope for a good deterministic solution.
Then, we show that for the case of the cycle we can achieve even a constant stretch in expectation.
1. Show that for any tree T with nonegative lengths of edges that satisfies ∀i, j : dG (i, j) ≤
dT (i, j), there exist two indices i, j such that dT (i, j) ≥ (n − 1) · dG (i, j).

Hint 1:
.elcyc eht dnuora esiwkcolcitna ro esiwkcolc gnipparw htap a otni T nrut yl laudarG
.spord T fo shtgnel egde fo mus eht elihw ,hcterts sti sniatniam T ot egnahc hcaE

Hint 2:
}w ,u{ egde na sniatnoc T taht hcus w < v < u secitrev eerht enigamI
. v − w htgnel fo }w , v{ egde na dna u − w htgnel fo
.esac ralucitrap siht ni } v ,u{ ot }w ,u{ egnahC

2. The tree embedding algorithm from the lecture shows that there is a distribution over trees
with average stretch O(log n), i.e., for any i, j we have Exp[dT (i, j)] ≤ O(log n) · dG (i, j).
Show that in the case of the cycle there is actually a distribution over trees that achieves
the stretch 2.

Hint:
.htap a uoy sevig elcyc eht fo tuo egde modnar a gnivaeL
1
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Steiner Forest [Recommended]

Given edge weighted graph G, and a set of pairs of terminals (s1 , t1 ), . . . , (sk , tk ), consider
problem of finding minimal cost E 0 such that si , ti are connected in G[E 0 ]. Use the tree embedding algorithm from the lecture to build O(log n) approximate algorithm in expectation to this
problem.

Hint:
.G ot kcab noitulos tcejorP . T ni melborp eht evlos dna T eert elgnis elpmaS
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Analyze the Ball-Carving with Exponential Clocks

Consider a following process of Ball-Carving:
• every vertex v pick radius rv according to exponential distribution, that is with probability
density EXP(x) = β · e−βx for x ≥ 0.
• every vertex u picks as its ball-center the vertex v = arg maxx (rx − d(u, x)) (we say that
u ∈ Bv )
1. Give a reasonable upper bound on the diameter of each Bv that holds w.h.p.
2. Show that for every v ∈ V (G) and for all u ∈ Bv , all the vertices on the shortest path
from u to v are also in Bv .

Hint:
? zB ni eb osla u t’ndluohs , zB ∈ w tub , v dna u neewteb htap tsetrohs eht no seil w fI
3. What is the probability of two neighboring nodes u and v being in different balls, i.e.,
that they picked different ball centers?
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